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The authors present a novel and effective technique for

reducing the projection of the malar skeleton. By removing

the posterior wall of the maxillary sinus, they provide room

for the setback of the osteotomized en bloc segment. This

avoids the cumbersome removal of a bone strip. The

illustrations are explanatory and well done. The results

demonstrate successful malar recession reflecting the

excellent bone carpentry documented by the pre- and post-

operative CT scans.

The plastic and maxillofacial surgeon, Harvey Rosen,

planned his orthognathic procedures aware of their impact

on the soft tissue envelope. Given the option of impacting

or expanding the facial skeleton to improve dental occlu-

sion, his preference was to expand the facial skeleton, thus

avoiding the possibility of soft tissue excess. He worked on

the principle that ‘‘a decrease in volume of the facial

skeleton results in a relative soft tissue excess because of

the finite ability of the facial soft tissues to contract’’ [1].

Similarly, Freihofer emphasized that a new relative soft

tissue excess to be the reason for a premature aged

appearance after posterior repositioning of the anterior

maxilla [2].

A frequent indication for revisional surgery after

zygoma reduction is a premature aged appearance due to

the now unsupported malar soft tissues [3]. The authors of

the setback technique indicate that soft tissue descent is not

a problem with their impaction technique. Their findings

may reflect their patient population—the majority of which

are young (80% \34 years) and evaluated at 6 months

after surgery.

Since there is no midface soft tissue resuspension after

its degloving to perform the osteotomy and setback in the

procedure described, the relative soft tissue excess created

by the new skeletal soft tissue mismatch can only descend.

This descent makes the lower midface appear fuller in the

young adults presented in cases 1 and 2. This soft tissue

response is a reasonable trade for their undesired malar

prominence. Evaluation much later in the post-operative

period will determine how much time and gravity will add

to the iatrogenic soft tissue descent.
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